
Q how many claims have been paid to those
impacted economically by the oil spill

A over 11500 claims and 214 million have
been paid to businesses and individuals more than
half of this was paid to fishermen

ty Q who have been the beneficiariesLETS TALKTALK
A virtually all of the claims were related to in-

dividualCLAIMS and business loss of income with the vast

majority of claims coming from the fishing and sea-
food proprocessingcessinA industries this includes hatcher-
ies canneries tender boats and many individual

rar4 fishermen crewmen and cannon workers

Q why did exxon initiatee a claims program

EON A we are concerned about individuals directly

impacted by the spill A key objective of our volun-
tarydick harvin

claims manager claims settlement program is to promptly and
fairly compensate those with economic losses as a
direct result ofor hethe spill soon after the spill exxon

voluntarily established claims offices in valdez
homer cordova seward anchorage kenai
kodiak and seattle to assure rapid response to

the financial needs of affected people

r
Q have any other payments been made to

fishermen

A yes in many cases fishermen who were paid

claims for lost fishing also received payments for

chartering their boats to exxon for the cleanup

these charter payments added over 225 million to

these Fis hermens income

Q when will exxon stop paying claims

A we are continuing to pay claims for eco-

nomic losses directly resulting from the valdez ac-

cident in fact we recelyreceayrecemly increased compensation

to kodiak and chignikchibnik fishermen because the

alaska department of fish and game announced

that actual salmon runs were greater than forecast

however with the majority of oil gone from the
I1 sound and gulf ofor alaska and in light of the suc-

cessful start of the fishing seasons this year claims

activity has dropped significantly over the past few

months at this time we are processing claims in

our kodiak and anchorage offices
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